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THE CALM HERBARIUM'S WEED
TNFORMATION NETWORK (WlN)

Thisproject, to form an effectiveNetworktodocument
the weeds of WA, is a basic need for the development of

National, State and local weed strategies. The ongoing

documentation of the current impacts of weeds in local

areas and the subsequent development of management

strategies is ofthe highest priority in conserving Westem

Austra l ia 's  h igh b iodi r  ers i tY.
. Because there has not been a concerted effort to

document the weeds of WA, botanists, ecologists and

Landcare and related community groups cannot answer

the following questions: -
. What particular weed species are naturalised in WA

or in their district?
. In which precise locations have they been recorded

and what are their habitat preferences?
. What is their potential sPread?
. What are the biological attributes that may be critical

to successful control or management?
The WIN Project seeks to gather answers to these

questions by developing partnerships between the CALM

Herbarium and collaborating local communlty groups'

The data gathered will be made available to all

stakeholders through Internet and other means.

Deta i led in format ion.  inc luding how you can be

involved, will be provided in the next issue of Westem

Wildlife, in time for the most important collecting

season.
Neville Marc/nnt, CALM Herbarium'

WOODY WEED GOES STATESIDE!
That rampaging rascal Woody Weed is visiting

the United States! Here he is capering around
outside the White House, warning people of the
dangersof invasivespecies. IsheagoodOzexport?!

MAKE YOUR OWN CAT TRAP
by Heather Adamson

Construction

1 Make frame using steel rod or small angle iron
welded together - dimensions shown

2 Dooris 28cmx 28 cm, attached with twitched fencing
wire

3 Cut aviary wire to size of frame and lace on with soft
wire

4 Use fencing wire as the hook and a 'barrier' to drop

down when the door falls shut
5 Small ring over the end of the fencing wire holds the

door open

Action

6 Set trap on totally flat surface
7 Fix fresh meat to hook (chicken necks are ideal)

8 Change daily
9 As soon as bait moved by cat, doordrops automatically

and barrier secures door shut

Humanely dispose of any feral cat caught.
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Boit loken, rlng
releosed, boffiel dloPs
10 bose ond holds
door closed.
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